
TILE DRAINAGE PLOW

Order now, save now, delivered later. If you’re ready to order your Baumalight Drainage Plow, but don’t need immediate 
delivery, you can save 8% off your purchase price by allowing for an 8 week delivery date. It’s that simple. 

Contact Baumalight today to learn more about the 8 Weeks Saves 8% promotion.
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Now is the time to dive deep for healthier fields, improved crop productivity, and exceptional water management.
With a Baumalight Undertow Tile Drainage Plow, you can take charge of your fields with an effective and long-lasting 
solution to water drainage challenges. Designed specifi cally for farmers and landowners to set up their own agricultural 
drainage system and lay drain tiles with ease, the Undertow is a powerful tool and with the right tractor it can make a big 
difference to your bottom line. As a cost-effective investment in your fi elds, the Undertow will pay dividends for years and 
generations to come.

With care and good management, a tile 
drainage system will last a lifetime and 
yield a well-drained soil able to produce 
a variety of crops.

During the tile installation process, the 
leading-edge design of the Undertow 
ensures dependable grade control even 
while plowing full depth.
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The Undertow’s shank is made from super tough, 
abrasion-resistant AR400 steel. This grade of steel alloy 
is strong enough to handle the labours of tiling.

Get real time elevation readouts to the tip of the plow with 
less wires and switches in cab. This system allows you to 
spend less time searching for the laser.

Spring bushings made from high grade steel on all 
main pivot points.

Heavy-duty construction and a durable 
powder-coated finish.

AR400 Steel Shank Adjustable Mast

Hardened Steel BushingsPowder Coat Finish

FEATURES
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It’s time to level the playing field.

Rugged, reliable and accurate, the Latec LT-810 is an affordable, 
automatic true self-leveling single slope laser.  Ideal for drainage 
work, the Latec LT-810 is the perfect partner for your Undertow 
to ensure exceptional leveling when plowing.

48” 3PH Mount 60” 3PH Mount 60” Draw Bar Pull

PLOW MODELS

LASER GUIDANCE SYSTEM

MODEL

Max depth 48” 60” 60”

Tile size 4” 4 & 6” 4 & 6”

Max tractor weight 30,000 lb 45,000 lb 50,000 lb

Recommended tractor weight 15,000 - 25,000 lb 20,000 - 40,000 lb 25,000 - 45,000 lb

Minimum tractor weight Depends on soil

Hitch size CAT 3 CAT 4 Draw Bar

Number of required remotes 2 2* 2*

Shank material AR400

Boots Included 4” 4” & 6” 4” & 6”

* Add 1 extra remote for power tile feeder

COMPARISON CHART

New shipping policy, please see last page
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The UPP748 3-Point Hitch model offers 
the option of using a smaller tractor to lay 
drainage tiles up to 4 ft deep. The double 
linkage will help keep pressure on your 
front wheels as the top link pushes back on 
the shank. There is a manual override on 
the mast to offset the laser beam if needed 
and in-cab digital controlling to make sure 
all your tiles are angled down. Includes a 
standard 4” boot and laser controls.
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Tile when and where you want with the 
UPP760 3-Point Hitch model.
Offering the same durable design as the 
UPP748 model, the UPP760 features a 
heavy-duty frame and dual depth control 
cylinders for larger tractors. Capable of laying 
drainage tiles up to 5 ft deep, the UPP760 
features an optional tile feeder and includes a 
4” and 6” boot as well as laser controls.
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For tractors and bulldozers, hooking up 
to the Undertow’s Draw Bar Plow model 
is fast and easy, capably laying drainage 
tiles up to 5 ft deep. With an optional tile 
feeder, the UPT760 features a manual 
override on the mast to offset the laser 
beam if needed. In cab digital controls 
ensure your tiles are angled down. 
Optional on bulldozers is a hydraulic 
power pack. The UPT760 model includes 
a 4” and 6” boot and laser controls.
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The Undertow’s durable Tile Cart features 
a hydraulic hoist and wings that fold in 
during loading. With the capacity to 
hold 4000 feet of tile, you’ll be able 
to cover almost any application. 
To keep the tile from needless 
unwinding, the braking system 
is activated when lowered.

Available on the UPP760 and UPT760, the 
optional tile feeder is designed to assist tile 
movement while limiting stretch in the tile, thereby 
improving overall drainage performance. 

The Undertow’s heavy duty tripod features 
fi berglass construction with extendable legs 
and an adjustment range of 3’ 8” to 6’. 

Tile Feeder Heavy Duty Tripod

MODEL
TILE FEEDER HEAVY DUTY TRIPOD

Get it quick with fast lead times, free freight 
directly to the dealers and deep factory 
discounts.

Sudden Shipping

New shipping policy, please see last page
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Connecting equipment can be confusing, diffi cult and time consuming especially when the 
attachment has more than one Hydraulic function.

All you want to do, is get down to work.

Baumalight now offers a more direct and simple 
way of connecting.
The Baumalight Auxiliary Electrical Connection. 
We can now connect to your skidsteer’s auxiliary 
electrical connection.
So connection is as easy as connecting the 
hydraulics and plugging in the electrical.
Now you can control the attachment with the 
controls in your cab.

AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL 
CONNECTION

BAUMALIGHT.COM/AUX
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Multiple
Skidsteers

Getting ready for quick hook-ups 
and less cab clutter is easy.
Let us know the make and model 
of your skidsteer and we will
configure it so it is ready to go.

Older
Skid Steers

Single
Skidsteers

Pin Tool

Retro Fit 
Attachments

If you have multiple 
skidsteers of different 
makes and models, 
they may need different 
pin confi gurations.

We have adapter plugs to solve the problem.
Let us know at the time of ordering that you want one or 
more adapters along with the make and model they are for 
and we will confi gure them for you.
Baumalight adapter plugs will let you enjoy the convenience 
of operating multiple attachments with multiple skidsteers.

Getting set up is extremely easy.
Once you have picked your
attachment, let your dealer know you 
want the Baumalight Aux Electrical 
Connection, then let us know the
make and model of your skidsteer
and we’ll confi gure the connection for 
your individual skidsteer - for immediate 
plug and play operation.

Every Baumalight Aux Electrical 
Connection ships with a blue pin 
tool. With this tool you can re-con-
fi gure the Aux connection to another 
skidsteer pin confi guration. This al-
lows you to change your connection 
to match a new skidsteer model

Is one of your skidsteers 
older, without an auxiliary 
electrical connection? 

We also have an in-cab adapter to plug into your Aux
Electrical Connected attachments that will allow you to 
run them. Plug the adapter into the attachment, connect 
it to 12V and now you can run your new attachment on 
an older skidsteer.

We can also retro fi t your
existing Baumalight
attachments to work with the 
Aux Electrical Connection.
Pricing varies depending on
age and current set up, so call 
for details and we will walk you 
through the process.
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D001161

Wedge

Pin On Grabber

Cross Pin

D001419

Cross Pin

D001161

Pin On Grabber

Wedge

This blank plate is designed ready for you to weld on ear lugs for your specifi c Excavator 
application then bolted on to the attachment.

OPTION 2:

TURN-KEY MOUNTING. PIN ON OR QUICK COUPLER

We also have turn-key options available for both pin on and quick attach mounting. With these options 
your attachment arrives ready to go to work. For Pin on mounting use the worksheet to get the correct 
measurements so we can  design and build it.

PART 
#

DESCRIPTION
WEIGHT
(Lbs.)

D001161 Blank Weld-on Plate - Excavator up to 10 Ton 48

D001419 Blank Weld-on Plate - Excavator over 8 Ton 90

CARRIER
WEIGHT.
(approx.)

CLASS TON

Excavator 80 lbs 3 1.5 to 3

Excavator 100 lbs 5 3 to 6

Excavator 200 lbs 8 7 to 9

Excavator 225 lbs 10 10 to 11

Excavator 250 lbs 13 12 to 15

Excavator 275 lbs 15 16 to 19

Excavator 300 lbs 20 20 to 22

Excavator 325 lbs 25 23 to 29

Excavator 400 lbs 30 Over 30

Add 20% when not shipped with a whole good to get a free ride.  Adpator parts available without blank plate and unweld/unpainted for 50% off price shown

PART NUMBER CLASS DIAMETER (mm) TON

D003569 3 35-40 1.5 to 3

D003569 5 45-50 3 to 6

D003569 6 45-50 7 to 9

D003569 8 45-55 10 to 11

D003569 13 60-65 12 to 15

D003569 15 65-80 16 to 19

D003569 20 80 20 to 22

D003569 25 80-90 23 to 29

D003569 30 90-100 Over 30

EXCAVATOR ADAPTOR PIN SIZES 

See lead-time online! **Pins Not Included in Price.

* Add 20% when not shipped with an adaptor to get a free ride

OPTION 1:

BLANK WELD ON PLATE

New shipping policy, please see last page
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